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Another jammed packed edition of the Ebb and Flow thanks to the contributions of
our members and in particular to Janice Ortiz our new editor. Sean Dawe delivered
several splendid editions for which PNL is greatful. I always wonder where are we
going to find articles for the next edition! Fortunately with a little encouragement our
members (currently 225) responded and before we knew it, we had a 28 page
edition.
Although costly, we continue to print the Ebb and Flow. At a time of fewer magazines,
it is apparent the shelf life and as a result, the readership beyond the members, is
substantial. This allows us to tell a wide audience of the joys of Paddling NL! Once
again, the Ebb and Flow has a substantial focus on safety. Concurrently, PNL had
rescue and first aid sessions at the Aquarena along with presentations at the Guv’nor
where several of us reported on paddles which went wrong and how we survived
to tell the tale! Indeed, one of the most important messages was to avoid
complacency; to always think Safety First. The Central Chapter has a pool session
on a monthly basis which for many includes a two hour commute! I guarantee we
have safer paddlers due to the efforts of that Central Crowd!
This edition of the Ebb and Flow features thoughtful impressions and interpretations
of the importance of the outdoors, through the eyes of paddlers. As I read these
articles, on a grey March day, I enjoyed the authors’ ability to eloquently express
what I have experienced in paddling our coastline over the past six years. The
campfire camaraderie, the isolation, spiritual impact of beautiful places, challenging
conditions and for the different reasons we photograph our trips.
I think many of you will identify with the people TA interviewed in the preparation in
her article “Expeditions Well Lived: A Report on Some Recent Research” (TA
interviewed people over 50 as to why they do “long” expeditions).
Kevin Redmond, has paddled throughout the province, in canoes and kayaks. At
the Retreat, Kevin will take us to many of these locations through the lens of his
camera. Kevin talks of space; the special place we call home. He is currently writing
a new book, Resettlement: Past Practice and Present Perspective. Anyone who
has visited abandoned outports is certain to enjoy Kevin’s presentation which will
include resettlement images and a discussion in which he explores the realm of
Dis-placed communities. Kevin recently explained the genesis of his PhD study
emerged from his moving encounters with resettled communities while paddling.
In addition to Kevin, James Roberts will be our Guest Instructor at the Retreat. In
James’ interview, he discusses his multi award-winning film he made during his
paddling pilgrimage to Greenland. James has lead ocean kayaking paddles
throughout Canada and will soon lead a paddle to Norway. He and his wife own the
Ontario Kayak Centre. James recently returned from a trip to the Baha and has
spent a week touring his award winning film. During this period he had side trips
with Justine Curgenvin, the Welsh superstar paddler and film maker…it’s going to
be a great weekend!
(Continued on page 6) President
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Expeditions Well Lived: A Report on Some Recent Research
By TA Loeffler, PhD.
Marian Wissink and TA Loeffler on the Notakwanon Rive in Labrador. This picture captures “the sense of smallness and
humbleness” that can come come from immersing oneself deeply in nature. Image by Darren McDonald

Hardship. That’s life at extreme altitude. Vision. Views from
high places. Stark understanding. Rising above. Seeing
nothing higher. Seeing in new ways. This is what makes the
hardship both bearable and worth it. Seeing and then coming
down having seen. Pushing through. Giving up comfort.
Working with my mind. Finding small pockets of fun and
absurdity and laughter and connection. Seeing the morning
light dance circles. Watching the evening sun drain from the
hills. Sinking into a rich rhythm of physical exertion and
mental stamina. Learning the lessons that come from days
and days of outdoor living, the whispers of the stars, and the
drone of the wind.
I wrote the piece above after an expedition to Aconcagua, the
highest peak in South America. I’ve been blessed to
participate in many expeditions in my life and they have
brought me many gifts/life lessons/experiences. Two
summers ago, I began collecting data for a study called,
“Expeditions Well Lived.” I wanted to understand how going
on outdoor expeditions influenced people’s lives. This
research interest was both personal and professional and
was sparked by some of the amazing people I’ve paddled
with here in Newfoundland and Labrador. Several of the
participants in my study were paddlers, and as such, I thought
it would be interesting to share some of the results from the
study with you.

I interviewed 13 participants who ranged in age from 54-71
and all but one had participated in a one-week outdoor
expedition in the previous year. I was looking at these
participants as “key informants of successful negotiators of
constraints to outdoor expedition participation.” What that
previous sentence means in English, is that I wanted to see
what made these outdoor adventurers tick. I wanted to use
their lives to gain perspectives that might inform outdoor
education practice to help young people get outside and
participate in outdoor pursuits.
Collecting the data did not feel much like work, in fact, it felt
like sitting around the campfire sharing stories of expeditions
past. I asked participants to bring some photographs from
their trips to the interview with them to bring in another
dimension to their narratives and to see what participants
were capturing about their experiences. I had previously
conducted a similar study with young adults and I wanted to
see what was the same and what might be different in the
experiences of these two groups.
Photographic theory tells us that we take pictures of things
that are meaningful to us. As a researcher, I can delve into
the meaning of an experience by looking at photographs that
people capture of it. One participant in this recent study called
his camera, “The Memory Machine.” He reflected “that it was
(Continued on page 8) Expeditions
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Kevin Redmond is currently completing his PhD exploring the
realm of Dis-placed communities: Mis-placed educational
opportunities. The genesis of his PhD study emerged from
his moving encounters with resettled communities while
paddling.
Kevin is a past president of Newfoundland Canoeing
Association now Paddle NL, a master canoe instructor with
Paddle Canada and former chair of CRCA/Paddle Canada
program development and technical committees. Kevin has
been a part of all but one of the canoeing instructor schools
(lakewater, moving water and canoe tripping) in NL over the
past 25 years. In addition he has served as both teacher and
mentor at numerous moving water and lakewater instructor
schools in NS. Kevin finds his most gratifying reward as an
instructor is in the mentoring of others as they surpass him;
Richard Alexander, Corey Locke, Jeff Martin and Keith Payne
are a few such NL paddlers.
As an enthusiastic paddler Kevin has paddled most areas of
the province and many areas of the country. In the first
descent by canoe of the Pinware River in Labrador, the run
was as memorable for Kevin, as it likely was for the salmon
fishers and guides who chased the three boats down river in
anticipation of what they believed was an inevitable capsize.

places we paddle are ripe with poignancy and beauty they
represent a different place from our everyday world.
For paddlers, paddling is place. The focus of this presentation
is about place, the special place we call home, Newfoundland
and Labrador and paddling both in and out of this province.
As we paddle we are subject to the power and [trans]
formative nature of places and experiences that tether us to
this place and leave us with an unquenchable desire to return
and explore more. This presentation will include trips,
destinations, adventures and experiences such as: Churchill
River, Voisey’s Bay, Main River, a giant tampax explosion,
Battle Harbour, a night crossing murder mystery [Dead
Paddlers Society], Bay du Nord River, Little Fogo Islands,
Parsons Pond, Humber River bear soup, Burgeo, Southwest
Brook, a Great Labrador Gale, Harbour Le Cou to Grand Bruit,
Middle Ridge Wilderness Reserve, a black bear and birthing
caribou, Bay of Islands, baby beluga, a variety of resettled
communities and a Blue Road every paddler would like to
explore. Come to the Paddle NL Retreat, share in the journey
that explores our place: paddling Newfoundland and
Labrador.
Please
feel
free
to
visit:
http://www.kevinredmond.ca or contact Kevin at:
kevinredmond8@gmail.com

As a photographer and writer Kevin is widely published with
seven books, and ~ 75 covers, 75 articles and over 1,000
published images to his credit. He is currently working on
three new books one of which is on Resettlement: Past
Practice and Present Perspective. For more detail visit:
http://www.kevinredmond.ca
or
contact
him
at:
kevinredmond8@gmail.com
Upon viewing a number of the resettlement images in Kevin’s
upcoming Keynote Paddle NL presentation Avis Lang,
research associate at the Hayden Planetarium NYC
commented: “The images have such a poignancy and beauty
-- and how distant they feel from the crush and crowding and
noise and endless destruction-building-renovation cycle that
one encounters everywhere in a huge city. Not that there is
no evidence of abandonment here, too, but it shows up in
fragments and in very occasional corners. You're very lucky
that your life brings you in such close contact with the smaller,
simpler, more hidden and more nature-driven places of our
hemisphere.”
Such is the harmony of counterpoint, where diversity and
difference, sometimes the source of tension; ultimately inform
us and provide a form of illumination through contrast. The
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President (Continued from page 2)
This Ebb and Flow goes into new territory…Celebrating
birthdays, including TA’s 50th which will be celebrated at
Woody Island…and everyone is invited!
Speaking of birthdays, two of our paddlers recently had
babies. Karen Philips had Nathan in March and with any luck
you will see them at the Retreat! In late Fall, Tobias Laengle,
introduced us to twins, Benjamin and Samuel…by
coincidence, since then we have not seen Tobias on the water!
Enjoy the Ebb and Flow…hopefully we will read about your
expedition (or baby) in the next edition! In the meantime,
please check out our website for upcoming presentations,
courses and paddles.
Have a great summer!
Hazen Scarth

“Do, do, do, Lookin' out my Backdoor” Photo byTony Roestenberg
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Paddle Newfoundland and Labrador
Presents

The 14th Annual Paddlers' Retreat
Terra Nova
May 15th to the 18th, 2015
Something for Everyone!

Be an Early Bird!

· Skills improvement or river running challenges
for whitewater boaters

Register by April 25th and your name will be
entered for a draw for the following prizes:

· Clinics and day paddles for sea kayakers

1. $250 MEC Gift certificate

· Clinics and river running trips for canoeists.

2. $50 MEC Gift certificate

· Exciting dry land events for everybody  the
icebreaker, pub night presentations and a
banquet with lots of prizes

3. $50 MEC Gift certificate

· Wonderful food  the banquet dinner and
breakfasts, including the famous PNL pancake
feast.
Ÿ The Early Bird registration deadline is April 25. Register before then and get a reduced fee.
Ÿ Forms and waivers are available at the PNL website. www.paddlenl.ca
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Expedition

(Continued from page 3)

not just the picture” he was trying to capture but what got him present a few of the themes that I think will be of most interest
to the place where he could take that picture, that he wanted readers of Ebb and Flow.
to remember.
I asked one line of questions delving into how the participants
Another participant talked about taking photographs on trips got their start in doing outdoor activities (i.e. how they gain
and said that he liked to take one photograph of a sunset and their skills, what made them want to go outside, who did they
then put the camera down to be able to enjoy it. He called go outside with, etc.). One of the findings surprised me.
this process, “Be here now.” I often pay attention to what my Almost all of the participants in this study listed outdoor
students are taking photographs of when I have them in the literature as being integral to their early desire for outdoor
field. This provides me clues as an instructor to what they pursuits. Many spoke reading outdoor books as children:
are finding meaningful in the experience. So as the first expedition narratives, how to go outdoors books, skill
“take-away” from this study, I invite you to pay attention to development books, nature books, etc. Some had read books
what kinds of things you take photographs of when you are specifically about outdoor expeditions in the Newfoundland
out in your canoe or your kayak and reflect on them. This and Labrador and some had read books from around the
can be an interesting way to have a different understanding world. This type of literature had planted seeds of exploration
and curiosity early in their lives. A second take away from
of what the paddling experience means in your life.
this study may be that if you would like your children and/or
After data collection was complete, the interviews were grandchildren to follow you onto ponds, rivers and the sea,
transcribed and I began the process of coding the interviews you might want to provide access to lots of outdoor reading
and photographs for “emergent themes” (what might be called opportunities.
findings in other kinds of research). In this article, I will
Another line of questions explored what it meant to go on
outdoor expeditions. Some participants credited
outdoor trips as giving them a greater tolerance to
adversity in all aspects of their lives. One said, “You
just get used to being outdoors and you get used to
all weather conditions: hot, cold, wet, flies,
whenever comes and not worry about it, a lot of
being outside is challenging.”
A second participant talked about “The excitement
of isolation” and how “This [isolation] is a part of
what makes an expedition. [It is this] tiny edge of
fear that helps liven up the senses and you see
better, hear better.” Another participant mentioned
that he had read an article in Canoe and Kayak
magazine where it mentioned that the average
length of canoe trip had dwindled from 11 days to
three. He lamented the shortening of trips because
he said, “It really takes me a week before I really
get into the flow, before I shed everything [i.e. the
trappings of civilization]. At the beginning, you’re
at the normal routine. You’re up late and sleeping
in late. But eventually, you kind of start going with
the sun, which I think is a reversion to what’s
natural, after about a week, I become more at one
with just being out there.”
Another participant summed up the difference
between day trips and expeditions like this:
It’s absolutely different and every time you do a
longer one, you actually come back and say I’ve got
to do a longer one again. Things never get tweaked
until day 4 or 5. You never know where everything
is. Your life sort of starts to settle down and then
you’ve got more time to enjoy rather than fiddling
around. I really like it when it gets into that sort of a
steady state. Everything gets a rhythm.
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When I did my study with the young adults, they too, struggled
to find words to be able to fully describe the depth and breadth
of what they experienced on outdoor trips. In writing up that
research, I grouped the photographs that they had captured
and interview data into three explanatory themes: spiritual
connection with the outdoors, connections with others through
outdoor experience, self-discovery and gaining perspectives
through outdoor experience. As you can see from the
Some participants tried to give words to the “spiritual” participants’ quotations in the paragraphs above, I can
connections that they make while on expeditions. One probably use those same themes again with the present
participant labeled his expeditions as, “Soul connecting study.
activity” that had been a part of him since he was a child. He
mentioned that being in the presence of trees was uplifting One theme that came through loud and clear in both studies
but he had trouble describing the feeling, sometimes calling is the “connection with others through the outdoors theme.”
it calming, sometimes cleansing. He was not the only one to As members of Paddle NL, we have all likely experienced
struggle with finding the words to describe the experience of many of the joys and and camaraderie of sharing the outdoors
being outdoors. Another participant described expeditions with other club members. The research participants spoke
as “Being good for her soul.” She said, “I’m a better person very fondly of their expedition travelling companions. One
[out there]. I grow. I’m just better. Pretty short answer. described it this way, “[Friends are] a very important part of
the experience, I mean, it’s not only a chuckle and a laugh
Nothing fancy. There’s no adjectives.”
and a drink. It’s makes a great group, a great group to travel
One participant summed up his spiritual connection to being with.”
out there in this way:
This points to a fourth and final take-away from the study–use
I mean it’s like I said to a friend of mine,
paddling as a way to create community in your life. Time
he’s a religious person, he goes to
spent outdoors with others is different than time spent in other
church all the time, and I said, “Well,
ways. Connections can be forged around the fire, while
you got this plan that when you die
practicing rescues, attending presentations, and going away
you’re going to some place called
together “out there” on expeditions. Paddle NL can be your
Heaven.” I said, “Now, how do you
basecamp, your people, and your inspiration for all things
envision your Heaven?”
I said,
paddling. Get out there and enjoy–wherever your paddle
“Because there’s no doubt that your
takes you…and now, you can say, “Research says it’s
Heaven and my Heaven will be
important that I go paddling!”
completely different.” I said, “My
Heaven would be outdoors, probably
sitting on a rock, just looking out in a
Photo Opposite: Mile Zero on the Notakawanon River in
pond, nothing around me, only the
Labrador. This picture, shot by TA Loeffler, portrays
birds chirping or whatever, or the wind
many aspects of expedition life adventure, pointing out to
blowing slow across that pond.” I said,
sea, reaching a goal, teamwork, navigation, and
“That’s my Heaven.” I said, “No doubt
celebration.
yours is not like that at all.”
This is the third take-away from the study. There is a
difference in going out for a day trip versus a longer trip. Both
are fulfilling adventures but there seems to be a deeper
connection with self, others, and nature on longer trips. Take
the opportunity to learn to camp, pack boats, and head out
on adventures lasting longer than an afternoon or day paddle
when/if you can.
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Preparing for the Kayaking Season With a Focus on
Conditioning and Injury Prevention
By Michael Kay
Now is a good best time to prepare for the kayaking
season. Of course many PNL members have not stopped
paddling, but you may need to change up the training for
the upcoming season.
By coincidence, I am working with coaches on practice
planning and designing a sport program – so I am happy to
share some thoughts.
Exercise is key in maintaining joint health (not to mention a
range of other health benefits related to heart, lungs and
immune system) – so it is a good idea if you have kept at a
regular routine throughout the year.
Most of us are doing more than the minimum advised by
the Exercise is Medicine folks see www.csep.ca
There are some useful and interesting resources at the site
for general information. According to a EIM workshop I
attended, increased physical activity by just 1 per cent
could save $2.1 billion in Canadian health care costs. Pass
that on to your friends who are non-kayakers. In order to
obtain all the associated benefits you need to do the work.
There are no shortcuts.
Training beyond basic healthy lifestyle, no matter who you
are or what sports you are involved in, takes time. If you
can convince your brain you are having fun, that would be
ideal. I have a membership at a gym which is great for
cardio workouts in bad weather and advanced weight
training, but I preferred hiking, snow shoeing and cross
country skiing this winter. Many kayakers have already
started the season with Tuesday night sessions at the pool
– so you are well on your way.

Within the training plan you want to include components or
sections:
1. Aerobic training for cardiovascular fitness
2. Flexibility which would include specific stretching or
mobilization
3. Balance
4. Mental skills training
5. Strengthening
You may need some additional advice for cardiovascular
training. If you are not sure about your cardiac status,
discuss issues or concerns with your physician. Get some
baseline measures: HR, BP, RR and or blood work. You
can get a sound assessment at some gyms, but ask
around. If you are good to go, consider mixing it up, vary
the routine and include: swimming, hiking, biking and
running, Don’t jump into running if you haven’t been doing
this already – you might be setting yourself up for a host of
overuse injury possibilities. Any kind of sprain or strain will
only be counterproductive. Also alter the intensity, there
seems to be a growing amount of evidence that sprints or
some high intensity intervals even short ones, can boost
your training response. I say seems, because athletes are
the primary user group in many of the studies, see Laursen
et al Sports Med 2002.

Flexibility is very important for the extremes kayakers
place parts of their bodies: thoracic rotation during forward
and back strokes, squeezing into the cockpit, rolling,
coming out of the kayak, and or assisting others in rescues.
You will need to identify your unique limitation: tight
hamstrings, poor shoulder internal movement, or like me
reduced thoracic rotation and restricted lumbar extension. It
seems I am perpetually doing yoga moves like various
warrior pose adaptations or upward facing dogs. These
When I started writing this I had just received a book sent
keep me mobile, even if I am not planning to do a roll or
by a fellow judo instructor in Australia. The title was
Effective Goal Setting. This is my first suggestion: set out a some other manoeuvre. A fundamental yoga oriented
number of goals for yourself. You will find it invaluable for sequence that is simple and easy to remember and repeat
establishing a training plan. Since at the end of the day, you 8-10 times is the sun salutation. Plus it can be done on the
beach or just as easily at home.
not only have to follow the plan, but stick with it.
If you are concerned about your knee or hip mobility and
strength, kayaking won’t necessarily help; you will have to
supplement your training with focused exercises. Similarly,
if you have a rotator cuff problem or LBP you may identify
your own unique area or need to add key supplementary
treatment oriented exercises.
Number two suggestion: be specific in your training.
Once you have set some goals – start setting up a training
plan. I have a template for 2-3 weeks at at time. At the end
of that cycle you might add or subtract exercises plus adjust
speed, volume and or resistance.
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Interestingly a paper analyzing sea kayaking incidents in
New Zealand reported shoulder injuries occurred more
often during rescue procedures, see Wilderness and Env
Med 2010. Since there is less room for error in challenging
situations, it is a good idea not only to train for the situation
but to ensure you are well prepared physically. The authors
noted experienced kayakers still had incidents.

(Continued on page 24) Conditioning
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The Other Side of the Mountain
By TA Loeffler with Loyola Pomroy
different outdoor activities at different life stages but never
really letting go of any of them (which explains why I have a
room in my house called “The Gear Room.” I focused on
rockclimbing in my early twenties, whitewater rafting in my
late twenties, sea kayaking in my thirties, and then
Let me start by saying that I have always wanted to write an mountaineering, polar skiing, and canoeing in my forties.
article/book called “The Other Side of the Mountain” (after a
favourite childhood book) and now that time is here. In There never seems to be enough time each season to fit in
Newfoundland and Labrador, I am most well known for my all of the activities I like to participate in. For example, in our
mountain climbing exploits. Most do not know that, by nature, short Newfoundland and Labrador summers, I try to sea
I am very much an outdoor activity generalist and therefore, kayak, canoe, paddle board, wind surf, hike, garden,
I enjoy a wide variety of outdoor pursuits including paddling rockclimb, mountain bike, motor bike, and even enjoy a BBQ
or two (not to mention trying to train for my next
on lakes, rivers, and the sea.
mountaineering expedition while also teaching summer
Growing up at a waterfront cabin gave me comfort around semester at Memorial University). My winter list is equally
water and a variety of boating skills from an early age. As long.
children, once we proved ourselves competent, we were
allowed to go out on the lake by ourselves first in a rubber I moved to St. John’s 20 years ago to begin my academic
dingy, then aluminum rowboat, then canoe, and eventually career at Memorial. Early on, I connected with Jim Price and
in the powerboat. I was also a “pool rat” progressing from Mark Dykeman during a kayaking course and Kevin
Red Cross pre-beginners through to Royal Lifesaving Society Redmond on a canoeing course. These fine paddlers
National Lifeguard to Rescue Three’s Swiftwater Rescue introduced me to the NL paddling community and invited me
on grand adventures, one of those being the Annual Kayaking
Technician II.
Weekend at Woody Island. I can’t remember exactly when
I first learned to rockclimb, mountaineer, and paddle I attended my first, but I have a fine set of memories from
whitewater in my high school’s outdoor pursuits club and over ten of these weekends (which are now starting to blur
eventually undertook an undergraduate degree in outdoor together a wee bit-thank goodness for photographs).
education. In my adult life, I’ve been phasic i.e. pursuing
Jim Price and Loyola Pomroy first
created the kayak weekend in
response to a visit by Martha
Stewart. Martha visited Woody
Island in the late 90's with some
friends and relatives together with
her film crew.
Apparently she
enjoyed Woody Island immensely as
the trip was featured on one of her
shows and later, was featured as
one of her top ten favorite trips.
Loyola and Jim realized very quickly,
the annual kayak weekend was a
great win-win for both Woody Island
Resort and the kayakers.
For
Woody Island, it provided a chance
to start of their season with a great
group and for the paddlers, it meant
getting their kayaks out of storage
and onto the water early in May.

In this piece, Loyola and I will attempt to explain a trifecta that
is occurring this June 21, June 22 (Discovery Day holiday),
and June 23 in Placentia Bay: a trip to Woody Island Resort,
the 19thAnnual Kayak Weekend, and my 50th birthday party.

(Continued on page 23) Mountain
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The Fine Line
Alex McGruer

for a short time before going through a 200 meter mine shaft
and up a 210 foot cliff with 6 kayaks. After hitching a ride to
our cars the shuffle began. As we got out the rain battered
us and winds were, moderate. Sometimes the failed trip is
the best adventure. Oh. In our defense the Regatta was a
go that morning then stopped so the forecast was OK: Very
wrong; but it was a nice forecast.

Last year I have had two experiences where my leadership
absolutely failed and there have been many times this is the
Accidents and miscalculations happen. Kayaking and
case both for other paddlers and I that fall into the
canoeing can be relatively hazardous sports, A swim the most
leadership role.
common outcome but boats being smashed on rocks,
As paddle leaders (almost everyone that reads this will fit into wrapped around features on a river, blown to where they
that role at one time or another) we have been entrusted with would rather not be, these things happen: This is why we
other peoples safety; without that acknowledgement from our train.
friends or arguably ourselves. We are “Co Adventurers”. It
sounds nice but it is often not the case.
I have been around, often in some form of a leadership role
when things have gone pear shaped; and in very familiar
For whatever reason our friends trust us often more than they places we are all very comfortable. Woody Island, Cape
trust themselves. When asked if they are OK they will say Broyle, Middle Cove, Chance Cove, Bell Island, Fair Haven,
yes or perhaps “fine” so as not to slow a group down, not to Quidi Vidi and most recently Tors Cove. I have an intimate
show a lack of skill, or courage, or from fear of being seen as knowledge of these areas having paddled each dozens of
less skilled. I am told the average person tells 4 lies per day times. Things can still go wrong. In each incident as I look
and “Fine” is the most common.
back there were warning signs.
On my kayaking courses we were taught the concept of risk
and perceived risk. Some time later I am of the considered
opinion that they are not that far apart. I can easily recount
five trips where they merged far too closely, a couple more
where someone either did or could have taken a swim. For
each of these events; and there are more as I recall: My
comfort level was okay. The issues lay in the fact that I or
someone else unwittingly led people well past their comfort
zones.

Check your friends comfort level, it may not be identical to
your own. If they say “I am fine.” Check closely: If you have
doubts; don’t do what I have done: Turn back!
That and my sincere apologies to my two friends that I
frightened last summer.

I have a simple rule. I don’t take friends past a point that I
can’t tow them back; as has happened once or twice. That
said, sometimes it is not enough. On four trips that come to
mind I asked either my paddling partner or group if they were
comfortable and each time got an affirmation that everything
was ok with the term “fine” used on the last two. FINE can
be seen as an acronym rather than a nice favorable response.
FINE = Frightened, Insecure, Not Entertained.
This would indicate your friend is not having a great time but
also, that frightened thing can cause folks to tighten up: This
reduces flexibility causing more work to paddle and stiffness
that may lead to a capsize. After a rescue your friend is now
a casualty and in these circumstances can be a real problem.
My point. Don’t just ask your friend if they are OK. Look at
them and if in doubt, head back or to a take out.
One of my most memorable paddles was a Bell Island trip
that had us bail half way through. I was not the lead on that
scoot but as it turned out I became the go to guy. I knew the
take outs but I was also the person that has no issue with;
Indeed enjoy, a following sea. Instead of turning around we
headed into a paddle that was way above the place my friends
were comfortable with. This was not my initiative, I went on
the paddle in less than great shape and was not very worried
about that. 5 days out of hospital and that was my third paddle
event in 5 days. We took out on a lovely sandy beach, sat
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Introduction to the Practical Use of a GPS
Crib Sheets

As GPS units have become increasingly affordable it is
difficult to justify heading to the outdoors without a unit
in your back pocket or wherever you else you store it.
In addition to finding your way, the GPS adds to the
enjoyment of the trip. How fast did we go; how many
kilometres did we travel, how fast are we moving? A
long paddle or hike, without or without a map, is made
more enjoyable when the amount travelled, speed and
the distance remaining are known. Having a sense of
“how much longer” is important to participants for many
reasons, let alone being able to respond to the more
important questions, “ where are we and how do we get
back from here!”
In this edition of the Ebb and Flow, we have included
crib sheets on how to use several features of the GPS.
In February, Narcissus Walsh presented an introduction
to GPS, which included an explanation of the principles
which led to the development of GPS. At the
presentation, there was a consensus to follow up with
a field session to learn the practical steps of using the
GPS. Whereas, we once again have a reluctant spring,
it was decided to print this practical guide to GPS.
Although not a pre requisite to participating in the
course, it is hoped the crib sheets and the following
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overview will provide a useful introduction to a day in
the field learning to use your GPS.
The crib sheets are for a Garmin 60Cx. I have a Garmin
76 CSx, and have found few differences. It is apparent
there would be additional differences with other models,
however the concepts are similar.
Your GPS manual (on line if you lost it) and You Tube
tutorials are very good sources to facilitate the learning
process. I have laminated the crib sheets which helps
to preserve the documents, especially for outdoor use.
If you would like an electronic version so you can print
your own, please ask and I will forward it to you.
1) To Set Units
This procedure must be done when the GPS is first
used. If interested in UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) and NAD 83, (North American Datum) visit the
Federal Government’s Natural Resources website,
nrcan.gc.ca.
As stated in the crib sheet, it is recommended you select
metric for Distance/speed. Most of us use 1:50,000
topo maps, which include a grid of one kilometre
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squares, hence the metric option on the GPS keeps
everything consistent. Push the PAGE button on the
face of the unit till you find Main Menu screen.
Hint : The set up icon looks like a wrench and is in the
upper right hand corner. Once you touch Setup you will
be led to a page with several icons….on mine “Units”
is on the bottom.
2) To Set Heading
This page, find it by pressing the page button on the
unit, takes you to a drop down list where you will accept
degrees. When it comes to degrees, you will have a
choice of True, Magnetic, Grid and User…recommend
you select True as per the crib sheets.
3) Page Sequence
This page sequence, find it by touching the “Page”
button till you find the Main Menu, allows you to add
pages you want to see on the same menu.
Recommended, the pages identified on the crib sheets
be added from the drop down list you will find once you
follow the steps on the crib sheets.
4) Track Log Page
This page, touch “Page” button till you find the TRACKS
page allows you to see and save the track of a trip.
Convenient on the return trip to you starting point!
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This page allows you to save your track. If you don’t For example you could set one for Bell Island, a second
feel there is a need to save your track, turn the track and third on the other side of the Island.
button off on this page.
Once you Push enter inside the name, you will provide
Using the round arrow pad on the face of the unit, press a meaning full name…Bell Island, Kellys Island etc.
to highlight the “on” button and then touch the enter …
you will see “on” brighten. On the same page push 7) Find Waypoint
“Setup” and follow the directions on the Crib sheet: eg This page explains how to “GOTO” to the waypoints
Record Method, Interval, colour.
which you placed in your GPS.
Remember to save or clear your track depending on if
you think you might need it. A track which got you home
from a previous trip would be handy in a subsequent
trip in thick fog! The clear option is on the same, Track,
page.

As per the crib sheets, push the Find button on the GPS
and then follow the steps.The crib sheet provide a
“reminder to stop navigation after.” This is done by
pressing the MENU button on the GPS while on the
map page.

5) At Map Page
8) Trip Page Fields (Trip odometer, time of day or max
The map page is easy to find and the crib notes will help speed on top of the display.)
you set this page up in a minute!
This page is often the first feature used by people new
6) Create Waypoint
to GPS. With a minimum of experience it quickly adds
This page allows you to create a waypoint for a location a new dimension to outdoor activities including items
to which you wish to travel.
such as:
·
Odometer
Go to the Map page and then follow the Crib notes. The
·
Moving time
Mark Button, on the front of the GPS, might be referred
·
Average speeds
to MOB (man over board) You will be asked to create
·
Maximum speeds
a waypoint. It is suggested you set three way points.
·
elevation

Ebb & Flow
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At the end of the day the information is easily removed. Once finished hit the MENU and stop Navigating….the
By pushing the MENU button on top of the unit and information will disappear.
then follow the prompts.
9)GOTO – Compass
12-16 These items can be left for later. However if you
are interested in measuring the acreage of your estate,
This feature is like using a regular compass. Although #15, Area Calculation” may be of interest.
not a priority in the early stages, play with it when you
have the opportunity.
Hopefully, the crib sheets and the additional
commentary is of some help. The main point is to play
While on the compass page, touch the find button on with it which will be a help at an outdoor course.
the exterior of the GPS; then waypoints, enter way point;
enter “Go To” located on the bottom right of the page; My apologies to those who know so much more about
select off road which will result in a line on the map operating a GPS. Yes, I’m a bit of a fraud.
page. Push page to go back to the compass which will
show the distance to the Way Point and the bearing. Thanks very much to Glenn Conolly, a former work
Touch the MENU button and then enter “Stop colleague, who developed the crib sheets and kindly
Navigation.”
allowed them to be printed in the Ebb and Flow.
10)
Reminders
Hopefully, the reminders make sense after playing with
the GPS.

Hazen Scarth

11)
Measure Distance
A handy, easy to use feature….just follow the crib sheet.
Use the arrow pad on top of the unit to drag the arrow
from your current location to the location which you want
to measure.(Cape Spear is 145 degrees, 15.9 km, as
the crow flies from my house….something I never knew!
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Fog and Ice, Nature in it’s purist Form
A short paddle on the Lower Exploits River
George Burke

December 12, 2014 began as the previous four or five day
had ended with dense fog, uncharacteristic of central
Newfoundland. Colin Hiscock arrived at my house in Bishop's
Falls around 9:00 am with his kayak on his pickup. He quickly
transferred it to my vehicle and with an air of excitement, that
only a kid could feel when they get a new bike, we boarded
my truck and my wife, drove us to the drop off point on the
Exploits River just below the Sir Robert
Bond Bridge on the TCH.

around and paddled back upstream passing a lone
merganser fishing for its breakfast. We stopped and had a
snack and enjoyed the silence. The water was flat calm and
the fog just hung there. It was a beautiful, peaceful setting
and it felt great to experience nature in its purist form. We
were home again just after lunch after paddling 91/2 kms and
enjoying every minute of it.

The fog was so dense we couldn't see
across the river. We slid our kayak's across
the shorefast ice, jumped in and were
immediately grabbed by the current. It was
an eerie feeling moving silently through the
fog with no land in sight. We crossed the
river and followed the edge of ice
downstream. Shortly the ghostly form of a
house appeared, then more. At one house
some workers, appearing as shadows,
could be see on shore. I'm sure they couldn't
believe their eyes when they saw us as we
waved to them.
We paddled on, at about 8 kms an hour,
striking the occasional piece of floating ice
and skirting points of ice frozen to the land.
Suddenly, out of the fog, we saw the edge
of an ice bridge frozen right across the river.
It was the end of the line so we turned
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Physiotherapy - Massage Therapy -Acupuncture
Traditional Chinese Medicine
Visit our website at
www.backontracknl.com
backontracknl@nf.aibn.com
Tel: 738-8080
Fax: 738-8090

Canoe and Kayak Skills School
If you have made it this far into the newsletter, then you will, no doubt, have you seen the poster
advertising the skills school? In case you missed it, go directly to page 5. Do not pass Go! Do not
collect $200! For those of you who were waiting for news on the school, this is your notice that it
will be starting on May 26.
As is fitting for a club that encompasses both canoeing and kayaking, the school will be teaching
both canoeing and kayaking skills. There will be basic canoeing and kayaking courses as well as
intermediate and solo canoe instruction. All will be taught by qualified Paddle Canada instructors
and anyone doing a course will receive the appropriate Paddle Canada certification upon completion
of the requirements. Costs will vary depending on the level of the course - ranging from $80 to $125.
Preference will be given to club members, provided they register early.
This is an opportunity for those who would like to improve their skills and receive Paddle Canada
certification as well. It is also the chance for both kayakers and canoeists who would like to learn
more about paddling the other craft. There isn’t even a concern about bringing a boat since all boats
will be provided. That doesn’t mean, however, that you can’t bring your own!
The committee is already at work setting up the school and is looking forward to having a “bumper
crop” or participants this year. Why not come join us?

Ebb & Flow
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James Robert
2015 Retreat Keynote Speaker
Although James Roberts is only a young fella, he has
crammed an incredible amount of paddling since his
introduction to the sport in Wales at the age of 13. He
immigrated from the Isle of Wight and since then has
established the Ontario Sea Kayak Centre, won awards for
a documentary of a paddling trip to Greenland, has paddled
throughout Canada and in 2015 will lead a kayak tour to
Norway!
James loves all aspects of kayaking. In addition to sea
kayaking expeditions, he has a passion for the excitement of
surfing and for just playing around with a traditional styles of
kayaking….in one of the three skin on frame qajaqs which he
has built!
James website revealed a particularly interesting, astute
comment, that one day he wanted to paddle Newfoundland!
Well, that certainly endeared him to PNL!
So, lets learn more about James:

of Lake Superior has been a favourite from my personal
perspective but also for seeing my paddling companions
enjoying a respite from their busy urban lives.
Q: James, please tell us about your award winning
documentaries.
A; In 2014 I attended the Greenland National Qajaq
Championships in Qaqortoq, Greenland. The documentary,
“Paddlers Pilgrimage”, won three film festivals:
Reel Paddling film festival (Best sea kayak film)
National Paddling film festival (Best accomplished
documentary)
Waterwalker film festival (Best educational)
It was a great trip and I look forward to showing the film at the
Retreat.
Editors note: James participated in seven events and placed
very well in them all. (James is pretty handy with a Greenland
paddle)

Q: James, how did you become a lover of paddling and This winter James and Justine Curgenven will participate in
“Canoecopia” in Wisconsin and the following weekend at an
the outdoors?
outdoor show in Ottawa. In between the two of them will
A; I have always spent most of my time outdoors and moving present their films in Chicago, Detroit, Cambridge, Ontario,
to Canada in 2003 gave me so much more to see. Touring Rochester and Burlington.
has allowed me to paddle wilderness areas, such as Lake
Superior, see wildlife up close and of course the scenery.

Q: What is your role and what is the Ontario Sea Kayak
Centre all about?
A; My wife Dympna and I own the Ontario Sea Kayak Centre
based in Parry Sound, two hours north of Toronto. In addition
to offering Paddle Canada kayak courses, our company is all
about training paddlers in bomb proof rolling and rescue skills
in preparation for ocean kayaking. Along the lines of your
Retreat, we have a spring tune up event called
Paddlepalooza.

Q: I understand you have paddled in Greenland, British
Columbia, the Baja, Great Britain and the Great Lakes.
What are your favourites and why?
A: If I had to pick, I would say the west coast of Vancouver
Island. Old growth forests, the bio diversity and the scenery
are amazing. Watching grey whales feed a few feet from the
shore was an incredible experience. The isolated wilderness
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. Images by Alex McGruer
Q: What would you say was your greatest experience in Q: The Retreat draws all skill levels to Terra Nova
paddling a kayak?
Park…how about a couple of thoughts as to what you
could offer to such a variety of people/skill sets?
A; Some of my best experiences have been teaching people
skills they thought they could not achieve; paddling with 300 A: I look forward to meeting everyone at the Retreat. Whether
dolphins; riding glassy waves and rolling in front of judges in it be beginners, more experienced paddlers or those
Greenland.
interested in Greenland paddles, I would be happy to teach
Hopefully by June James will have added paddling by whatever paddling skills people are interested in.
icebergs!)
Q. Any early thoughts about presentations in anticipation
of wonderful paddles in 2015?
Q: What are your favourite boats? Why?
Well, I was thinking of a description of our Kayak Centre and
the waters where we deliver our courses. Greenland was a
great experience. I would like to show the documentary and
briefly discuss how we go about planning and making the
film. I could also show a little of Lake Superior and Vancouver
Q: James, how do you encourage others to consider Island. Our recent trip to the Baja, with images of desert, azul
blue, crystal clear (inviting!) water and wildlife might help
paddling…whether it be a kayak or a canoe?
everyone to forget about our long winter.
A: I encourage others to start paddling by showing them
photos and videos of paddle trips. This never fails to wet I am excited to paddle the rugged Newfoundland coastline
peoples appetites! I have also found if I can get them to sit in and hopefully amongst icebergs. I have met many
a kayak for ten minutes and provide them with a few hints, Newfoundlanders, whom I have found to be the nicest of any
people I have met. I have heard of the hospitality and the
they will be hooked.
warm greetings extended to paddlers during their trips to the
island. It will be here before we know it!
A: The Valley Anas Acuta, a classic design and super
responsive. Skin on frame qajaqs are my favourite for rolling.
There’s something about building a qajaq and then rolling it;
being one with the water and kayak!

Ebb & Flow
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Mountain

(Continued from page 11)

From the first time I attended, I loved the camaraderie, the
music, the good food, and the chance to paddle the early
season with luxury and a bit of back up. The Woody Island
boat, The Merasheen, and/or the Resort's speedboat
accompanies the paddlers on the way to and from Woody
Island making the trip possible for beginners as they can elect
to stop paddling if conditions become too big or hard. I found
that once my boat was out and in the water I was much more
likely to get out paddling much more often.
At the heyday, the kayaking weekend at Woody Island,
attracted over 60 paddlers from across the island. More
recently, the group has been smaller but not less fun to share
the weekend with. The paddle in to Woody Island takes two
to three hours depending on conditions. The middle day of
the weekend is taken up with a day paddle around the bay
with soup lunch on the beach and boil-up. The final day, we
pack up and paddle back to Garden Cove. Last year, there
were even mummers who showed up during the evening of
live music entertainment. The annual kayak weekend has
been held in May, June, and July depending on the year.
Last year, it was held in late June using the Discovery Day
holiday, which meant that I celebrated my birthday while out
at Woody Island.

leaving as lifelong friends. I wanted to share this birthday
with local friends but recognized that many wouldn’t enjoy
camping out or kayaking as much as I do, so I approached
Jim and Loyola with an idea.
“How about we combine the annual kayak weekend with my
birthday with a non-paddling option?” I asked. They both gave
it a moment’s thought, and said, “Why not?” and the trifecta
was born. It seemed as if, in the tradition of the annual kayak
weekend, another win-win was born. I will get to celebrate
my milestone birthday in an adventurous way with friends and
paddlers in a beautiful Newfoundland outport setting and I
won’t need to cook, clean, or organize a thing except sending
out the invitations…and Loyola is even helping with that too!

So…please consider this a personal invitation to a grand
adventure in Placentia Bay. Paddlers are departing Garden
Cove at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday June 21. There are also a
couple of options for non-paddlers departing Garden Cove at
10 a.m. on Sunday and returning either on Monday or
Tuesday. A Sunday afternoon departure from Garden Cove
may also be available (check with Loyola). There will be live
music entertainment and I may even show slides from my
latest climb of Mount Logan, Canada’s Highest Peak in May
of this year. Come one, come all…bring your friends, bring
I have a “big” birthday coming up in June. I am turning 50 your boats, and bring your friends who don’t kayak…yet!
and when I thought about how I wanted to celebrate my big
milestone, my first thoughts turned to outdoor adventure. I Please contact Loyola Pomroy at (709) 364-3701 or email at
mostly go off on my big climbing adventures alone meeting woodyi@woodyi.com to receive an info packet about the trip.
my teammates at the departure city arriving as strangers and

“Icy Conditions” Photo byLee Gilbert
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Conditioning (Continued from page 10)
It is wise to wait to do some stretches after completing a circuit lumbar stabilization. Key muscles involved include:
on your bike, you will be warmed up and the increased blood diaphragm, transversus abdominis(TrA), multifidus, erector
flow will make any stretches more effective. Repetitions can spinae, obliques and hip extensors/abductors.
be low eg. 4-6 but concentrate on control and sustained hold.
If one of your goals relates to core strengthening or lumbar
Balance is a third component of training. Kayakers will be stabilization, training should include skills and movements to
familiar with a host of balancing drills and games that are ideal strengthen the range of these muscles. It is helpful to get a
to practice in the pool or pond.
good handle on how to activate the TrA muscle group on land
and integrate it routinely in the gym.
How can you activate the TrA? One link you can check out:
http://dianelee.ca/articles/TrA-Training.pdf
http://www.dianelee.ca/article-training-deep-coremuscles.php
Once you are confident in TrA activation - brace or set the
muscles while squatting, chair rising, kayaking, using free
weights, body blade, lunges, pulleys or kettleball lifts. In time
the TrA activation becomes second nature in much the same
way athletes brace when they are catching a basketball pass,
taking the charge as a defensive player or throwing a punch.
Ultimately, strong abdominals and an associated strong core
can provide protection for the lumbar spine and can play a
role in injury prevention. Aim for 30 reps.
Other exercises could include PNF pattern work using
theraband to simulate paddling strokes, plank, side planks,
You can replicate these kayak movements on an exercise pullups, dip for posterior muscle group strengthening in
ball, bosu ball or for more advanced training on a slackline. lumbar spine.
A simple series of balance movements can be initiated at
home: standing on 1 leg, standing on 1 leg with eyes closed,
standing on 1 leg with elbow curls or while extending raised
leg.
Standing drills, even basic ones will simultaneously
strengthen key leg muscles like quadriceps or hip abductors.
And if you activate transversus abdominis(TrA) at the same
time, you also kick in core training. The combined focus on
balance with associated LE strengthening should improve
performance and reduce risk of injury.
Mental skills training is often carried out with athletes under
a host of other names but it is an invaluable part of training.
You can be addressing some skills – focus, attention,
relaxation while carrying out treadmill, bike or yoga routines.
If you have been at the pool no doubt you have implemented
a mental skills exercise simply by visualizing what you are
going to do, before you did it – whether that be a high brace
or a roll. Practicing at the pool, later at the pond or in sheltered
ocean spot will assist maximizing confidence and transferring
physical skills to the moment when you need them.

Last year I started working on respiratory muscle training
(RMT) to increase respiratory function but also because there
was a link between the diaphragm and lumbar stability. It also
seemed practical, seeing as how we are often in the water
and we drive lung function with the aerobic aspect of
kayaking. I ended up picking up a POWER breathe unit. I
know RMT is effective with individuals with strength and
physiological impairments, but was unsure if training will make
a difference if you are healthy. It turns out researchers in
physiology were also investigating this in considerable detail.
May be just as well to run, swim, cycle or kayak and maximize
your respiratory effort as part of the activity of those aerobic
efforts. You may be interested in looking at the website:
http://www.powerbreathe.com. Also see: McConnell AK Int J
Sports Med 2004, Illi SK et al Sports Med 2012

Finally, for upper body and trunk stability use of TRX training
is another option that can be used at home. Check out:
fitter1.com for ideas and video demonstration. The TRX
system facilitates closed chain training in the upper extremity
and shoulder, which encourages a combination of muscles
to actively work at the same time. You can make a suspension
system on your own with climbing slings and carabiners and
The final section is related to strengthening. Likely most it is easy to pack if you want to bring something when you
have heard of core strengthening. While it has endured some travel.
critique as a marketing term for a fitness providers, it has
served to popularize a sound training concept, initially used
(Continued on page 25) Conditioning
for treatment. Health care professionals often use the term
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(Continued from page 25) Conditioning

You can see why it is worth taking some time to sort out your
own plan, since everyone is different and there is no shortage
of training ideas, apps and websites. Avoid overwhelming
yourself by dedicating certain days to upper extremities(UE)
and other days to lower extremities(LE).

4.As a general rule – the fitter you are the less at risk you are
for injury

In conclusion:
1. Don’t link exercise with weight loss; do the training, eat
healthy, sleep better and you will achieve your ultimate
healthy weight.
2. Avoid the trap of prolonged sitting.
3. Consider using some technology to back up your paper
exercise plan.

Michael Kay
Physiotherapist
NCCP Facilitator
Judo Instructor/Level 3 Coach

See you on the water. Anyone who would like a copy of an
exercise training template email me at: mak57_@hotmail.com

PNL Winter/Spring Activities

Aquarena Pool, Tuesday Nights
a. Rescue Evening, lead by Joe and David Carrol and Craig
Moores
b. First Aid in the Pool; Jenn Guy and Johnny Walsh
c. River in the Aquarena…ambience and play time for the paddlers
d. Strokes: Richard Alexander…tips for improvement
e. Rolling Clinic - Mark Dykeman
f. Pool Olympics
Gander Pool Sessions
Ÿ 5 pool sessions…draws paddlers from throughout Central
NL…as far away as Springdale!
The Guv’nor Presentations
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Fortune Bay: Pools Cove to Bay L’Argent: Tony Roestenberg
Introduction to GPS: Narcissus Walsh
Churchill River canoe Trip: Herman Perry and Paul Snow
Northern Labrador Kayak Adventure: Richard Alexander
Retracing the Prichard Expedition, The Lost Canoe, Larry
Coady….and Gear night…members are asked to bring and
discuss their favourite gear!

The Retreat: May 15th to the 18th Terra Nova
Skills School: Late May; Early June

Ebb & Flow
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Safety Rep Report
Alex McGruer
As safety rep on the board it falls to me to do the odd safety Conception Hr. etc.) are calm so have a sheet of ice over
them. The skills we have in the pool become less elegant
related thing.
and the gear sometimes can’t be relied on even if we checked
We in NL are living in a paddling heaven but as the seasons it in the car on the way to the put in.
change so does our environment.
We feel quite comfortable in our pogies, dry suits and lots of
Cold Shock, Hypothermia, frostbite and the issues cold water fleece. That said the surface water temperature can be
immersion have on the body are immediately evident any sub-zero, equipment can fail. Assisted rescues don’t change
Thursday night as we extricate ourselves on mass from the much until that spray deck is stiff and frozen after a swim.
fog bound lake we have created in the Aquarena. The most
athletic of paddlers can get frost bite and develop some off Many of my friends, my son and I paddle in these conditions.
menu language; Wind chills of -27°C will do that. I won’t This is a note reminding us of the challenges and warning
touch on the physiological issues as this is better done by others just starting to think about winter paddling of the issues
that may not be immediately evident.
others.
Something I have never seen in print is what that same As always , it’s a good idea not to paddle alone and leave a
temperature compounded with cold water does to our gear. trip plan.
Last Tuesday we were at a rescue clinic in the pool and my
boat is stored outdoors. After the 45 cm dump of snow was
cleared my boat sat in the pool as normal with the paddle float
stowed next to the seat. The inflatable paddle float was like
a brick. Not only could I not inflate it, this piece of vital safety
gear was frozen into place and going nowhere.
Jan 1, 2015 (or any year) we paddle Quidi Vidi. Air
temperatures were -8°C. While there was some ice in
thesmall harbour we had a great day for a paddle. When
paddling close to Cockles Cove I noticed my whole fore-deck
(and likely rear deck) had a skim of growing ice. This encased
the deck lines. The deck lines are also called life lines and
they were effectively coated and were part of my deck.
My tow rope (worn around my waist) was well on the way to
being a solid brick. Joe Carrol may have the answer to this
as he carries his in a PFD Pocket. If that gets any heat it may
not freeze and it is also higher than my waist mounted offering.
The Pump. OK I saw that one coming and came onto that
with PAM, the cooking spray. My thoughts were that PAM
would not damage neoprene or my dry suit gaskets. I suspect
if I had the pump filled with water it to would freeze. There
are other lubricants that will do the same, Fluid Film for
example but we have a kitchen not an auto shop. The
internal workings of a pump freeze together in not treated and
the pump becomes useless; worse, it gives the illusion of
safety. If you must use it immersing it in the water will
eventually free it up but at what cost in time and fishing for it
with your hands.
Batteries for our flashlights, strobes, radios, PLB’s , etc. will
be working at > 30% as batteries don’t like the cold either.
The point of this article is each year some of us head out in
our new environment. The really safe places (Avondale,
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